santé for health!
DESTROYER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Please read directions completely before installation begins.
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE DESTROYER SHOWER FILTER - HAND TIGHTEN ONLY

There are no tools needed to install your Destroyer shower filter
•

Remove the existing showerhead from the shower arm. If your shower arm has an integral ball joint
(only 1 in 1000 will have it) replace it with a standard ½” shower arm that can be purchased at your
local hardware or home improvement store.

•

If using the Sante Pre Filter remember to put that on the shower are first before the filter. The cloth
filter needs to be checked and changed regularly when it looks dirty or discolored. Never leave it in
more than one month. Doing so can cause damage to the shower filter.

•

Wrap a couple of inches of Teflon tape (included with your filter) around the threads of the shower arm.

•

Attach the shower filter by threading the water inlet side of the filter (female end, top of the shower
filter) on the shower arm or Sante Pre Filter.
Hand Tighten only. Do not over tighten.

Do not use the santé DESTROYER Shower Filter with showerheads that have built in water shut off
controls. All showers should be shut off using wall controls only.
The Destroyer shower filter must be refilled at least once every 12 months. Do not go longer than 12
months as this could result in damage to the filter and void the warranty. When refilling make sure the
mesh end is facing up.
Sante will send a reminder postcard for all products that need refills.
Troubleshooting:
Because the quality of influent water can vary from city to city, and many wells contain iron and other
VOC’s, we recommend that you add the 48640 Pre-Filter when needed. The Pre-Filter will extend
the life of the KDF inside the Destroyer Shower Filter while stopping sediment, iron, lead and other
contaminates. Every year the under-ground pipes that carry water become older and dirtier. A sign of
iron and other contaminants can be a loss of water pressure. Should you experience this, our Pre-filter
is highly recommended and keeping the pre-filter refills changed with frequency should keep your water
cleaner and safer.

Questions? Contact us.
800-398-6735
santeforhealth.com

